AN APPEAL
FOR THE DINING HALL.

hise and awahe and see he
seateadhere on her etenal haone.

ejuvenaled, move ghoruous than
she evee was... his mother Landfaus
-Swami Vivekananda
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APPEAL
We would, in all humility, submit that "Hijaldiha Vivekananda Seva

Í Samit starting off on a small, limited scale and in a hut way back in the
I year 1984 has, over the years, on strength of the grace of The Holy Trio I
(Thakur Maa Swamij) andkind contributions of a few generous individuals
and institutions grown in Scale and veriety and volume of self-less service
rendered to all deserving persons from struggling students, to sick patientsindeed everyone-in-need whom we come to know and meet.
Our primary concern, however, is imparting quality, value based
education to as many young students as we can afford with our woefully inadequate resources

At
present, two seperate schools are run under the auspices of the

samity

1) For boys and girls up to class-IV named Sri Ma Sarada Sishu Niketan'
with strength of 230.

2) Another school exclusively for Tribal girls with a strength of 60 students
named 'Ma Sarada Nivedita Balika Vidyalay'. Thus, a total number of (1.+2.ie.

1 230+60-290 students attend school here.)
In addition, guests, deotees, Government Oficials on inspection, |

physicians, sik, elderly patients coming for treatment-all being servd meals
here and these are almost daily occurences.
At present, there is no adequate and approptiate dining space with
hygienic ventilation and a shade above to accomodate this large number.
As a result, the little kids attending school are forced to take their meals at
noon and out in the open-come rain or shine. It is, therefore, an immediate
and indispensible need for us to build this dining space.

Towards this end, we intend to construct an appropriate hall for the

purpose stated above and the plan estimate prepared for the work entails
an expenditure of rupee 29 lakhs 25 thousand (Copy
our

enclosed).

In appreciation of the felt need for expeditious execution of the work,
heart goes out to you, Sir/Madam with a prayer from the core

of our|

being to kindly extend your hand of asSIstance so as to enable us to go

ahead with this work. Any amount in eXcess of Rs-50 thousand up to 1 lakh
will be gratefully received and acknowledged with eternal gratitude. For such
I gracious doners a plaque in memory o

their departed loved ones will be

inscribed inside this proposed hall. The said hall will be dedicated to the
memory of most Rev. Swami Bhuteshanandaji Maharaj.

Yours faithfully,
Bikash Paladhi

Secretaty
Hijaldiha vvekananda Seva Samity
Through Indian Government Act800 dCal help is totally tax free.
FCRA Facilities are available in our organization.
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